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OLAB stalwart, Dr. Dennis Sheppard forwarded 
the article below about the impact of the oil 
discoveries in North Dakota on one oil field 

service company. It is indicative of what could happen here 
if public policy with respect to oil development could be 
reformed. It also contains some interesting data on other 
newly discovered U.S. oil reserves. 

As you may know, Cruz Construction started a division in 
North Dakota just 6 months ago. They sent every Kenworth 
(9 trucks) they had here in Alaska to North Dakota and 
several drivers. They just bought two new Kenworth's to add 
to that fleet, one being a Tri Drive tractor and a new 65 ton 
lowboy to go with it. They also bought two new cranes (one 
crawler & one rubber tired) for that division. Cruz said they 
have moved more rigs in the last 6 months in ND than Cruz 
Construction moved in Alaska in the last 6 years. 

Williston is like a gold rush town; they moved one of our 40 
man camps down there since there are no rooms available.  
Unemployment in ND is the lowest in the nation at 3.4 
percent last I checked. See anything in the national news 
about how the oil industry is fueling North Dakota’s 
economy? 

Here's an astonishing read. Important and verifiable 
information: About 6 months ago, the writer was watching a 
news program on oil and one of the Forbes Bros. was the 
guest. The host said to Forbes, "I am going to ask you a 
direct question and I would like a direct answer; how much 
oil does the U.S. have in the ground?" Forbes did not miss a 
beat, he said, "more than all the Middle East put together." 
The U. S.. Geological Service issued a report in April 2008 
that only scientists and oil men knew was coming, but man 
was it big. It was a revised report (hadn't been updated since 
1995) on how much oil was in this area of the western 2/3 of 
North Dakota, western South Dakota, and extreme eastern 
Montana . 

Check THIS out: The Bakken is the largest domestic oil 

discovery since Alaska's Prudhoe Bay, and has the potential 
to eliminate all American dependence on foreign oil. The 
Energy Information Administration (EIA) estimates it at 503 
billion barrels. Even if just 10% of the oil is recoverable (5 
billion barrels), at $107 a barrel, we're looking at a 
resource base worth more than $5.3 trillion. "When I first 
briefed legislators on this, you could practically see their 
jaws hit the floor. They had no idea." says Terry Johnson, 
the Montana Legislature's financial analyst. "This sizable 
find is now the highest-producing onshore oil field found in 
the past 56 years," reports The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. It's 
a formation known as the Williston Basin , but is more 
commonly referred to as the 'Bakken.' It stretches from 
Northern Montana, through North Dakota and into Canada. 
For years, U. S. oil exploration has been considered a dead 
end. 

Even the 'Big Oil' companies gave up searching for major 
oil wells decades ago. However, a recent technological 
breakthrough has opened up the Bakken's massive reserves, 
and we now have access of up to 500 billion barrels. And 
because this is light, sweet oil, those billions of barrels will 
cost Americans just $16 PER BARREL !!!!!!  That's enough 
crude to fully fuel the American economy for 2041 years 
straight. And if THAT didn't throw you on the floor, then this 
next one should - because it's from 2006 !!!!!!  

U. S. Oil Discovery - Largest Reserve in the World 

Stanberry Report Online - 4/20/2006 Hidden 1,000 feet 
beneath the surface of the Rocky Mountains lies the largest 
untapped oil reserve in the world. It is more than 2 
TRILLION barrels. On August 8, 2005 President Bush 
mandated its extraction. In three and a half years of high oil 
prices none has been extracted. With this mother lode of oil 
why are we still fighting over off-shore drilling? 

They reported this stunning news:  We have more oil inside 
our borders, than all the other proven reserves on earth.  

Continued on page 2 . . .  

NO OIL, NO MORE TAXES 
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 What Are Your Elected Officials Doing About Oil? 

Here are the official estimates: 
 

• 8 times as much oil as Saudi Arabia 
• 18 times as much oil as Iraq 
• 21 times as much oil as Kuwait 
• 22 times as much oil as Iran 
• 500 times as much oil as Yemen 
 

And it's all right here in the Western United States !!!!!!  

HOW can this BE? HOW can we NOT BE extracting this? 
Because the environmentalists and others have blocked all 
efforts to help America become independent of foreign oil! 
Again, we are letting a small group of people dictate our 
lives and our economy. WHY? James Bartis, lead researcher 
with the study says we've got more oil in this very compact 
area than the entire Middle East, more than 2 TRILLION 
barrels untapped. That's more than all the proven oil 
reserves of crude oil in the world today, reports The Denver 
Post. Don't think 'OPEC' will drop its price even with this 
find? Think again! It's all about the competitive 
marketplace, it has to. Think OPEC just might be funding 
the environmentalists?  Got your attention yet? Now, while 
you're thinking about it, do this: 

Pass this along. If you don't take a little time to do this, then 
you should stifle yourself the next time you complain about 

gas prices; by doing NOTHING, you forfeit your right to 
complain. Now I just wonder what would happen in this 
country if every one of you sent this to everyone in your 
address book. By the way, this can be verified. Check it out 
at the link below !!!!!! 

http://www.usgs.gov/newsroom/article.asp?ID=1911   

Cruz Construction: 

http://www.cruzconstruct.com/services.php  

The next time your school district, college district, city, or 
county asks for a tax or fee increase, ask the elected officials 
what they are doing about the oil and gas opportunity.  Of 
course the Governor and others have competing ballot 
measures on the November election to raise our personal 
income tax and sales tax.  Until there is an articulated and 
progressive oil policy, all such proposals should be rejected. 
Government managers and elected officials should not be 
allowed to get away with demanding more taxes and fees 
while they appease the enviro-socialists. Tell them, No oil, 
no more taxes.” Of course if they allowed oil development 
and other enhancements such as resorts, estates, ranchettes, 
and revitalized commercial and retail development, they 
wouldn’t need to raise taxes and fees. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL COLONIALISM 

AND THE INDUSTRIAL ETHIC 

an Luis Obispo County’s Mission Statement 
includes the enviro-socialist dogma triad of 
“serving the community … to enhance the 

economic, environmental and social quality of life in San 
Luis Obispo County.”1  Principle 10 of the International 
Council for Local Environmental Initiatives/Local 
Governments for Sustainability (ICLEI) Charter includes the 
commitment of its members to “Ensure that economic 
activities and institutions at all levels promote human 
development in an equitable and sustainable manner.”  The 
last time we checked, both San Luis Obispo County and 
Santa Barbara County were dues paying members of ICLEI.  
 
The environmental left socialist officials who control 
California and many of its cities and counties, and who 
claim to be progressive humanist protectors of the 
environment and equity, are actually global and domestic 
environmental colonialists. While they enjoy the fruits of 
industrial civilization, they refuse to allow factories, oil 
fields, offshore drilling, nuclear power plants, refineries, and 
market driven worker housing to be included (let alone 
affirmatively promoted) in their land use planning.  They 
have made it impossible for manufacturing to prosper in 
California and are forcing the more unpleasant aspects of 
industrial civilization into sweatshops in poor countries 
overseas and less environmentally restrictive states and 
communities at home. 
 
The American left in general, and the enviro-socialists in 
particular, support the equity, environment, and sustainable 
economic doctrine. Since they use and enjoy industrial 
products, a thorny ethical question arises: 
 
 If I enjoy the benefits of industrial society, to what 
extent should I share in the actual burdens of that 
society?  In other words, if I use petroleum products, 
consume electricity, drive a car, wear clothes, and use 
products derived from mining and agriculture, should 
my community and perhaps my neighborhood share 
some of the facilities and burdens that make possible 
such products and energy?  
 
 For example, suppose my house has a view of vineyards or 
fields of row crops.  The vineyard owners in my “visual 
resources zone” (view) need a consolidated facility to bottle 
and store wine. The building needs loading docks, a parking 
lot for the workers, and a place for semi-trucks to park when 
delivering the empty bottles and taking away the finished 
wine.  This is also true of row crop growers who need chiller 
facilities to cool and then load vegetables and berries onto 
semi-trucks.   Does the fact that my neighbors and I live in 

beautiful homes overlooking the fields mean that the farmers 
and vintners should be prohibited from developing the basic 
facilities needed to stay in business?  
 

After all, agricultural operations in California predate, by 
generations, the suburban lifestyle.  
 
The ability of an industry to locate facilities is constrained 
by the realities of climate, geology, distance to markets, 
labor force qualifications and supply, proximity to raw 
materials, etc. Thus, oil is where it naturally occurs. Oil 
wells must be located over or near the oil. California, and as 
it turns out, the central coast, are sitting over billions of 
barrels of badly needed oil. Wine grapes and strawberries 
only grow in certain climates. These products do not 
miraculously jump from the field to the bottle or box and 
onto the shelves at Albertsons or Whole Foods.  High 
technology manufacturing firms and bio-medical firms need 
proximity to major research universities (often with research 
parks), airports, differentiated living and cultural 
environments attractive to highly educated and sophisticated 
employees, and reliable competitively priced electricity. 
Communities try to attract the high tech but eschew other 
manufacturing, extraction and processing of minerals, and 
agricultural processing. 

In another example, just about everybody in society needs 
and wears clothes.  There is a very large international 
apparel and accessories company headquartered in a 
delightful Southern California suburb.  Many of the 
executives and managers live in beautiful villa style homes 
with stunning ocean, mountain, and/or spectacular city 
views.  The headquarters office houses 300-400 executives 
and technical specialists involved in marketing, creative 
design, financial control, personnel, data processing, legal 
support, supply chain management, advertising and public 
relations.  The actual clothes are manufactured in China, 
South East Asia, Mexico, and Central America.  The 
weaving and dying of cloth, manufacture of component 
vinyl and plastics, sewing, melting of rubber, dying leather, 
gluing and sewing of shoes and purses, along with 
concomitant smoke, odors, noise, and traffic involved in 
manufacturing the products, takes place in poor countries 
overseas.   

 
 

Continued on page 4 . . . 

________________________ 
1 The triad is imbedded in both the International Council for Local Environmental 
Initiatives/Local Governments for Sustainability (ICLEI) Charter and the United 
Nations Agenda 21 Protocol.  
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The completed products are placed in large shipping 
containers and transported by huge container ships, which 
deposit them in the industrial zones of San Pedro Harbor, the 
Port of Los Angeles, and the Port of Oakland.  Meanwhile, 
the consumers of the clothes are largely affluent, educated, 
and environmentally “sensitive” people. 
  
What would happen if a clothing factory, shoe factory, or 
cloth dying and production factory were proposed in Santa 
Monica, Santa Barbara, or San Luis Obispo?  Almost 
certainly, greenhouse gas threshold barriers, transportation 
barriers, water shortages, lack of work force housing, view 
shed difficulties, and a whole host of other “environmental” 
concerns would be invoked to forestall such a development.  
Such a factory might employ 500 people who are currently 
unemployed or underemployed. It might well provide a 
career path with increasing pay and responsibility. It might 
provide a health plan and even a defined contribution 
retirement plan. It could help provide the “social equity” that 
all the left enviro-socialists like to promote 
 
Of course this story is true with respect to many of the vital 
things we use in our daily lives.  We have exported the less 
pleasant, noisier, smellier, dustier, and messier aspects of 
our standard of living to poorer places, some of which 
regiment their workers and citizens within totalitarian 
dictatorships.  Thus in the name of environmentalism, 
equity, and economy, the enviro-socialists promote a very 
vicious environmental colonialism. 
 
This form of environmental colonialism is not limited to the 
international scene. Shown to the upper right is a photograph 
of what appears to be a state of the art Ford factory in 
Wayne, Michigan.   Among other car models, the factory 
manufactures the electric version of the Ford Focus 
passenger car.  The factory itself is being converted to solar 
power. (This will be somewhat difficult because 70% of the 
days in Wayne are cloudy). As can be seen in the 
photograph, the sprawling factory is served by rail and a 
very large arterial roadway.  The parking lots are extensive.   
 

      

                                                       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Ford Focus Factory  

(Not a Smokestack in Sight) 
 
Presumably, some of our politically correct enviro-socialist 
acquaintances own, or would like to own, a Ford Focus or its 
equivalent.  The manufacture of the steel and aluminum, the 
casting of engines, and the manufacturing of tires take place 
in various upper mid-western communities.  These activities 
require heat and steam, burn coal, emit odors, are noisy, and 
are otherwise unpleasant.  The Ford factory appears to be 
located on flat, former agricultural land next to a forest and a 
lake, and somewhat remote from residential neighborhoods.  
Would it be possible to locate such a factory anywhere 
within the central coast counties of California?  For that 
matter, would it be possible to locate such a factory 
anywhere within California (even if it were totally solar 
powered)?  Would our environmentally correct consumers, 
who own or would like to own a Ford Focus or equivalent, 
support such a factory in their own community?  
 
Since they use the products, shouldn’t they have some 
responsibility for sharing the commensurate burdens? Hell 
No! They all mostly drive Mercedes and BMW’s. It’s not 
their problem that California manufacturing is still declining. 
After all, if folks don’t have a job, they be on Cal Works 
(public assistance), Cal-Fresh (food stamps), Medi-Cal 
(Medicaid) and live in a subsidized, multi-story, walkable 
Cal-Dense  “smart growth” villages. We wonder when the 
Cal-Suckers (the taxpayers) will wake up.  
 

The Big Picture: Manufacturing and related mineral 
extraction and processing, and notwithstanding all the 
rhetoric about service and intellectual jobs, is at the heart of 
our economy and civilization. The charts on the next page 
illustrate the dismal decline of manufacturing in California 
over recent decades. Certainly, part of this story is the result 
of competition from cheaper labor markets. But another part 
of the story is the regulatory, tax, and anti-industrial 
mentality which is so pervasive in our state. 

 

Continued on page 5 . . . 

A Factory on the Central Coast? 

This article was prepared by Mike 
Brown, Governmental Affairs Director 
of the Coalition of Labor, Agriculture 
and Business of San Luis Obispo 
County. Brown has 42 years of state 
and local government experience. 
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It turns out that it is not only traditional manufacturing jobs 
that have decreased in California.  Since 1990, technology-
manufacturing jobs have also declined, even though the state 
population has increased by 7.5 million people during the 
same period.  Even the manufacture of computer and 
electronic products has declined in absolute numbers of 
employees. 

 

              
Over the past decades, the share of manufacturing in the 
world’s developed countries has substantially decreased and 
(just like our apparel company example above) has been 
exported to developing countries.   

 
                 

Global Distribution of Manufacturing 

 

The Local Scene: Leftist Board of Supervisor majorities in 
Santa Barbara County have done everything within their 
power to thwart the oil and gas industry. The last major 
development was the Exxon Las Flores plant developed in 
the early 1990’s. Similarly, they have made the land use 
entitlement process so difficult, time consuming, and 
expensive that many high tech manufacturers that once had 
facilities in Santa Barbara County (particularly in Goleta) 
have shifted operations and/or expansions to other states. 
Thousands of career-benefited high paying manufacturing 

jobs have evaporated. Even its large and growing 
research university (UCSB) has been unable to 
find a nearby site for a research park. A modest 
40 MGW solar project proposed for the Cuyama 
Valley has languished for several years.  

 

San Luis Obispo County did approve two large-
scale (250 MGW and 550 MGW respectively) 
solar plants in the lightly populated eastern part 
of the County. These heavily government 
subsidized facilities are currently under 
construction and, when fully operational, will 
employ 20 to 30 permanent workers. The 
sprawling solar array fields cover thousands of 
acres. The County required the solar companies 
to dedicate thousands of additional acres as 
perpetual open space as “mitigation” to the loss 
of open space and habitat. 

 

On August 21, 2012, the San Luis Obispo Board of 
Supervisors may consider an appeal by the Excelaron Oil 
Company of the Planning Commission’s denial of an 
application to drill 12 oil wells in the Huasna Valley (the 
hearing may be continued).  The site had previously been 
developed with several oil wells. Naturally, the Huasna 
Valley residents are concerned about the truck traffic, poss- 

 

Continued on page 6 . . .  

Do Our Officials Really Support Job Growth? 
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ible odors, leaks, noise, and other hazards of 
oil production. In addition to the property 
(mineral) rights of the owners, the Board of 
Supervisors will have to weigh the interests 
of the residential neighbors and the broader 
public economic considerations. It turns out 
that there may be considerably more oil 
than anyone suspected under various parts 
of the county (billions of barrels), especially 
all along its eastern border with Kern 
County and to the east of the large solar 
plants.   Spokespeople from Huasna have 
inadvertently framed the larger ethical issue 
– that is, whether or not they have any 
obligation to share in the continuance of an 
industrial civilization. They insist that since 
the valley has evolved over the decades as a 
high-end residential area of fine homes 
while retaining agriculture and natural 
beauty, the interests of the current residents 
trump the existing mineral rights of both 
residents and non-residents. One spokesman 
opined that the principle should be extended to the entire 
county in view of the potential for large oil development in 
the future. 

 
Of course, this appeal to current political expediency over 
established property rights is a slippery slope and may 
ultimately be decided by the Courts. Separately, the issue of 
our ethical responsibility to share in both the benefits and the 
burdens of an industrial civilization may be determined on a 
global stage on which the very security of our nation and 
liberty will depend on a solid and vigorous home-based 
industrial structure widely distributed throughout the United 
States.  
 
Reliance on imported oil, steel, and other vital products will 
become more dangerous as China’s Navy grows and the 
underfunded US Navy continues to shrink in our over 
regulated economy. 

 

 

Made in China 

Reliance on Imported Oil and Steel Will be More Risky 

COLAB 
San Luis Obispo County 

 

“You Are Invited” 

 

Thursday, September 13, 2012 
5:30 to 7:30 PM 

 

Switzer Excavation 
210 Cow Meadow Place, Paso Robles, CA 

Cow Meadow Place is off of Ramada Dr., just north of John Deere 
Cow Meadow Place dead-ends into Switzer Excavation 

 

 

“Next Steps & Opportunities Within SLO County” 

Come Hear How To Seize The Moment! 
 

Updates by: 

 Mike Brown, Andy Caldwell and 
Guest speaker – Andrea Seastrand 

 

We have made our presence known in 2010, 2011 & 2012. 
We are making a difference. 

 

 
Tasty BBQ appetizers will be provided by  

San Luis Obispo County Cattlemen 
 

Wine and Beer will be served. 

 

RSVP is appreciated by Monday, September 10th, 2012 
Phone: (805) 548-0340 / Email: colabslo@gmail.com 

COLAB 
San Luis Obispo County 

 

To your right is an invitation to a North County Mixer. 

For your convenience, another mixer is scheduled in South County on  

Thursday, September 20, 2012 
Holland Barn, San Luis Obispo 

5:30 to 7:30 p.m. 
 

(More information to follow) 
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P.O. Box 13601 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 

DONATE!  

We need and appreciate your support!  

Help COLAB protect your property rights!  

COLAB’s mission is to promote the common business interests of its members by providing in-
formation and education on issues which have or may have an impact on its membership.  

To achieve its mission, COLAB will engage in political activities which promote those common business inter-
ests and, in doing so, foster a positive image for agriculture, business, and labor in the community. COLAB 
represents is members before the SLO County Board of Supervisors and any other local or national governing 
body. If necessary, we will take legal or administrative action for the mutual benefit of the members. 

COLAB is a 501 ©(6) non-profit organization. However, by law your donation  is not tax deductible.  

 

 

You may donate by  
sending a check to this address:  
PO Box 13601, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 


